Abstract. In this paper, the use of structural behavior of communication protocols (e.g., CSMA) in designing new covert channels is investigated. In this way, the covert transmitter adopts the communication protocol architecture to control its overt traffic flow yet with different parameters that give it enough freedom to embed the covert message in its overt traffic. A salient feature of this scheme is that its rate increases in proportion with the overt capacity of the system. In addition, the paper presents a new covert channel for the wireless environment that mimics the structural behavior of CSMA protocol. The parameters of the proposed scheme are optimized in order to maximize the channel rate, stealthiness and robustness. Finally, the performance of the proposed scheme is analyzed from security, reliability and communication rate point of view.
Introduction
Covert communication often refers to the process of communicating data through a channel that is neither designed, nor intended to transfer information [13] . The primary use of covert channels was to allow information to be leaked to an unauthorized recipient by exploiting weaknesses in conventional communication systems.
In general, two major forms of covert channels are defined in the literature. One category involves direct or indirect storage of the covert message into certain portion of the network traffic (i.e., storage channels) [9] . The other category (i.e. timing channels) [7] , targets some typical characteristics of the system (e.g., inter-packet delays) to exploit normal behavior of the system and open a covert channel. In this way, the receiver can interpret the covert transmitter's message by analyzing the system behavior. This classification can be extended by identifying new channels such as counting channels [8] in which the number and the frequency of events come into play instead of the occurrence of an isolated event.
Kemmer [12] identified three necessary conditions for existence of a covert channel. (i) a global resource that is shared between the receiver and the sender of the covert message, (ii) ability to modify the shared resource and, (iii) a method to achieve synchronization between the sender and the receiver. The wireless environment provides all three conditions making it a perfect medium for a wide range of covert channels, some of them are yet to be found [3, 14, 19] . In [1] a covert channel based on jamming over slotted ALOHA was introduced in which the covert transmitter jams specific packets in the network. The receiver decodes the covert message through the packet loss pattern of the system. A covert channel based on splitting tree algorithm was introduce in [15] . This approach exploits splitting tree collision resolution algorithm by reconfiguring the covert transmitter to choose a particular path in the splitting tree according to the covert message. The receiver on the other hand, decodes the covert message through the relative position of the covert transmitter in the tree. Later, Wang et al. [20] extended the above approach into an anonymous covert channel in which the receiver decodes the covert message using a specific voting mechanism that considers the probabilistic decisions of multiple covert transmitters within the collision resolution algorithm. In [10] the authors investigate the application of the covert transmitter's inter-packet arrival time patters in order to synchronize the covert transmitter and the covert receiver in the DCF mode of the IEEE 802.11 protocol. Their scheme was based on a round of training where both the transmitter and the receiver adapt themselves with the network and generate a codebook in order to embed the covert message into the transmitter's inter-packet arrival time.
Although the above covert communication schemes provide secure and stealth communication channels, they trade the achievable rate of the channel in favor of reliability and secrecy of the channel. The synchronization between the covert transmitter and the covert receiver is also a challenging issue as covert channels are often one-way channels with no universal time reference available in the channel. Moreover, wide variety of covert communication schemes [4, 5, 6, 16] , focus on long-term statistical properties of the covert transmitter and aim to keep the transmitter's statistical finger prints as close as possible to a legitimate transmitter. However, to achieve this goal, the covert transmitter has to deviate from typical short-term behaviors of a legitimate source. Therefore, a system observer may be able to detect the covert transmitter and uncover the existence of the covert channel.
In this paper, we presented a new approach that systematically exploits the probabilistic nature of access control protocols in communication networks to open a covert channel in the system. To this end, we turn our attention to the structural behavior of communication protocols and design a covert transmitter that mimics not only long-term statistical behaviors of a legitimate node but also reacts to the temporal changes in the system similar to a typical transmitter. A salient feature of the proposed covert channel is that its rate increases linearly with the overt channel rate of the system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the principles of the system under study are reviewed followed by a detailed description of the proposed covert channel in Section 3. Section 4 contains a discussion on how the proposed covert transmitter and the covert receiver are tuned in order to mimic the behavior of legitimate nodes. The performance analysis and numerical results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.
